SEPSIS. Educational and Best Practice Frontiers. Beyond the Boundaries of Fatality, Enhancing Clinical Skills and Precision Medicine

Abstract: Dissemination and exploitation of knowledge regarding affordable clinical skills and innovative precision medicine, two current topics in active development in medicine, may contribute to improve also sepsis management. Sepsis is a life-threatening organ dysfunction due to a dysregulated host response to infection. Sepsis is strongly related to all body organs or to systemic diseases and to the quality of the best-practice in use, which is particularly critical in surgical or intervention techniques. Trauma, surgical and mini-invasive procedures, vascular or endoscopic interventions, otolaryngology, obstetrics-gynecological and urological procedures, malnutrition, dental, skin, chronic liver, kidney and respiratory disease are frequently involved. Accordingly, apart from the clinical risk analysis and management of the process of care, the actual factors that may be easily neglected are the techniques used, the personal skills of the health professionals and the quality of the equipment. The quest for biomarkers consistent with the unmet needs of medical doctors and of their patient and the efforts for overcoming bacterial antibiotic resistances are currently the main foci of medical research. In addition, in this regard, research and innovation would benefit from greater knowledge, skills and use of bioinformatics and omics. The caveats related to in-silico approaches must be flagged: algorithms may equally warrant scientific innovations or hide the lack of them; a patient is more than a set of covariates. Epidemiology and prevention includes all the actions suitable for achieving an adequate hygiene and immunization of populations and for safer hospital policies and procedures during Patients’ stays. In any subset, the most unresolved critical point in sepsis is a timely diagnosis. This is impaired by low degrees of suspicion for the possibility of emerging sepsis, by the shortage of use of the simplest microbiological testing but, equally or more, by the insufficient diffusion of non-invasive imaging skills suitable to detect and monitor the emerging sites and sources of infection. In primary care, in emergency facilities, in hospital wards and in intensive care units, inclusion of appropriate knowledge, skills, expertise and imaging equipment must be extended as much as possible. The low cost of UltraSound machines and of increasing bioinformatics literacy by e-learning, makes such investments affordable even in limited-resources contexts. Frontier educational and best practice intervention enhancing affordable clinical skills and innovative precision medicine may lead beyond the boundaries of fatal outcomes in sepsis.
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Background

Sepsis is a life-threatening organ dysfunction due to a dysregulated host response to infection. Organ dysfunction is defined as an increase of 2 points or more in the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score, aimed at detecting and monitoring with prompt bedside analysis in patients who have suspected or documented
infection. Sepsis is strongly related to all body organs or to systemic diseases and to the quality of the best-practice in use, which is particularly critical in surgical or intervention techniques. Trauma, surgical and mini-invasive procedures, vascular or endoscopic interventions, otolaryngology, obstetrics-gynecological and urological procedures, malnutrition, dental, skin, chronic liver, kidney and respiratory disease are frequently involved as the genesis of disseminated infections. From this point of view, apart from the clinical risk analysis and management of the entire process of care, the techniques used, and the personal skills of the health professionals, with the quality of the equipment available, are significant actual factors that may be easily overlooked. Multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS) is characterized by progressive organ dysfunction in a severely ill patient, with failure to maintain homeostasis without intervention. Sepsis, which may be an overlapping condition of other non-infectious conditions, such as pancreatic disease, may cause a great number of organ failures, with a high mortality risk. Such events are usually associated with respiratory failure requiring mechanical ventilation. The development of new scoring systems to risk-stratify emergency department-suspected sepsis are continuously increasing the awareness and the effectiveness of intervention. Dissemination and exploitation of knowledge regarding affordable clinical skills and innovative precision medicine, two current topics in active development in medicine, may contribute to improve also sepsis management.

Challenges

Professional education and training in sepsis is far from adequate. Most clinical practitioners outside intensive care medicine are unfamiliar with sepsis, even emergency physicians. Lack of sepsis education projects is a primary challenge in sepsis management. Currently, the true burden of disease arising from sepsis remains unknown, mostly because estimates are based on data referring to hospital-treated sepsis in high-income countries. Ensuring greater awareness on the part of both the public and health care workers is a crucial step in reducing the global burden of sepsis. National awareness sepsis programs are few and far between, insufficiently wide-ranging and attractive for the potential audience. Overall, we are not adequately teaching all health care workers both to recognize sepsis and to understand it as a true time-critical medical emergency. International actions and projects are, seemingly, sparse and insufficiently supported and funded. The key role of the schools of medicine and of other health professions, including psychology, is currently not adequately taken into account, and focused programs to enhance knowledge and skills in sepsis recognition and management are needed worldwide. Sepsis 3.0 definition and diagnostic criteria based on widely used laboratory findings, vital signs, and clinical intervention (qSOFA and SOFA scores), did not include novel biomarkers or microbiological results. Adding bioinformatics and omics to sepsis diagnosis maybe a challenge, and their value for improving sepsis outcomes is still unclear. Applied bioinformatics and omics in clinical practice of sepsis are also limited by financial conditions. According to the Iceberg Model of Health and Disease, what we see of illness and health, and what we know as events and deaths due to sepsis is only the tip of a submerged mass (Figure 1). Looking below the surface, much like icebergs that reveal only about one-tenth of their mass above the water and the other nine-tenths remains submerged, we can see that most diagnoses of sepsis are hidden in the official statistics. This is due to several causes, including inadequate public literacy without awareness of the sepsis concept. Therefore, official reports of the cause of illness or death refer only to the most likely definition of its causative infection or factor and not as “sepsis” itself.

The use of appropriate laboratory tests for confirmation and definition of the underlying pathogenesis, and the prompt use of effective antibiotics are pillars of current sepsis management. Furthermore, the wider use of biomarkers for speeding diagnosis has already achieved some advantage providing earlier information, while waiting for the results of microbiological cultures and identification. Nonetheless, current biomarkers may be quite insensitive and excessively generic for such purposes. In addition, their use for monitoring persistence of the critical phase may be unreliable. The quest for biomarkers consistent with the unmet needs of medical doctors and of their patients and the efforts towards overcoming bacterial antibiotic resistances are currently the main focus of medical research. Also in this regard, research and innovation would benefit from greater knowledge, skills and use of bioinformatics, epigenetics and new biomarkers, such as presepsin.

Ideas and Available Human Resources

Medical doctors, with their different and complementary background and expertise, share the core commitment of direct care of their patients. Accordingly, also sepsis, as
a topic and as a challenge, must integrate inputs of different concepts, contexts and approaches of professionals directly involved in these tasks.

The empowerment of appropriate knowledge and skills of medical doctors must be warranted, facilitated and allowed, addressing those competencies and human resource profiles that are most discriminant, both in limited resource facilities and in advanced health systems.\textsuperscript{11} Best practice is not only a matter of management of clinical risks and processes, but equally, if not more so, a matter of robust clinical and scientific involvement of medical doctors when faced with sepsis. Sepsis includes most overlapping domains of clinical medicine and pathology. The demand for increasing and improving the quality of the doctor–patient relationship, which has been and remains a keystone of care, calls for a more detailed and comprehensive analysis. Such a relationship is the medium in which data are gathered, diagnoses and plans are made, compliance is accomplished, and healing patient activation and support are provided.\textsuperscript{12}

\textbf{New Frontiers}

Research and innovation should take advantage of greater knowledge and skills in bioinformatics and “-omics”, also using as biomarkers breath gases by novel non-invasive monitoring. The increase of basic and translational literacy and competence of European health professionals in bioinformatics is the valuable commitment of some European action.\textsuperscript{13} The management and interpretation of big data, not only in genetics and in -omics,\textsuperscript{14} imply having in mind the caveats related to in silico approaches: algorithms may equally warrant scientific innovations or hide the lack of it, since a patient is more than a set of covariates.\textsuperscript{15} The occurrence of antibiotic-resistance, which is one of the major concerns in the debate on sepsis, may receive answers from pharmacogenomics and computational biology approaches,\textsuperscript{16} even if currently limited experience is available in this regard.

\textbf{Advice and Sustainable Actions}

Apart from any innovative scenario, the possible forthcoming actions of health institutions and associations can be itemized by the following inter-related comments and suggestions, focused on achieving more performant clinical training and best practice, visually summarized in Figure 2.

1) Epidemiology and prevention include all the actions suitable for adequate hygiene and immunization of all
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\caption{According to the Iceberg model of health and disease, what we see of illness and health, and what we know as events and deaths due to sepsis is only the tip of an iceberg. Looking below the surface, much alike icebergs that reveal only about one-tenth of their mass above the water and the other nine-tenths remains submerged, we can see that most diagnosis of sepsis are hidden in the official statistics. This is due to several causes, including inadequate public literacy without awareness of the sepsis concept. Therefore, official reports of the cause of illness or death refer only to the most likely definition of its causative infection or factor and not as “sepsis” itself.}
populations and for safer procedural pathways during any hospital stay. This is only in part dependent on the financial resources of the individual patient or of the different national healthcare systems, and can be enhanced by comprehensive health literacy increase interventions, with articulated dissemination strategies. For sepsis, prevention and awareness are the most important topics in several previous and current campaigns.

2) The most unresolved critical points in sepsis are early and timely diagnosis; both are currently impaired by low degrees of suspicion for the possibility of emerging sepsis. One cause is the lack of use of the simplest microbiological testing but, equally or even more influential is the insufficient diffusion of non-invasive imaging skills suitable for detecting and monitoring the emerging sites and sources of infection. This is true, for instance, for pneumonia, urological infections, retroperitoneal abscesses, endocarditis and soft-tissue and vasculitic infections.

3) In primary care, in emergency facilities, in hospital wards and in intensive care units the inclusion of appropriate knowledge, skills, expertise and bedside imaging equipment must be extended as much as possible. The very low cost of ultrasound machines makes this investment affordable even in a limited-resource context. The counterpart of this effective development is the need for providing high quality and lasting educational support in point-of-care diagnostic and intervention ultrasound procedures, including echocardiography.

4) Lasting training is necessary for gaining the essential expertise for uniform and reliable clinical practice using ultrasound machines. This allows frequent checking and monitoring of patients and, when needed, safer and precise interventional procedures targeted at biopsies or tapping or draining fluid for microscopy or microbiological assays. Individualized management strategies matched to a patient’s molecular and biochemical profile include improved diagnostic techniques and pharmacological agents capable of modifying the disease process. “While waiting for this goal to be achieved, improved basic care driven by education and quality-improvement programmes offer the best hope of increasing favorable outcomes”. In most intensive care contexts, including liver transplantation, sepsis can be flagged not only by

Figure 2 This “fishbone” diagram may help to identify some possible causes of quality defects in the detection, prevention and management of sepsis as a medical problem. The root causes analysis (RCA) of faults & problems is used also in medicine, i.e. in the domains of health and safety. The RCA in diagnosis, epidemiology (e.g. to identify the source of an infectious disease), environmental science, accident analysis and occupational safety may help in sorting ideas into useful categories by a visual representation. Looking at causes and effect by a visual concept representation may help addressing to a suitable solution. The outcome or the proposed solution are displayed at the mouth of the fish. Accordingly, inadequate knowledge, skills and facility may lead to delayed detection and management of sepsis (above in the figure). Conversely, (below in the figure), increased resources dedicated to focused information and dissemination, to big-data management with sustainable technology solutions, and to an appropriate enhancement of educational and work-force profiles, are the opposite factors, leading to favorable solutions of the problem that we wish to analyze and manage by the proposed intervention.
the future achievements of bioinformatics or omics techniques, as in cancer, in liver and digestive disease, and in environmental and infection-related disease, but also by point-of-care direct imaging and insight for the prevention of the possible emerging source of dissemination.

A realistic perception of disease is the basis for a strong agreement and alliance of doctors and patients against diseases that have many hidden effects. This is a key component for better coping with post-sepsis psychological and social consequences and for reducing the area of misunderstanding between health professionals and patients. Support of patients with such severe diseases should not be only “consolatory”, because such interventions may unmask the real needs and the quest for most appropriate potentially available expertise. Standard sepsis education projects for clinical practitioners should be optimally established and well performed. The awareness and early recognition of sepsis sources in all clinical practice subsets is the foundation of successful management of sepsis also by bioinformatics and precision medicine. Increasing bioinformatics literacy by e-learning is a well established strategy. A key point is that the low cost of UltraSound machines makes such investments affordable even in limited-resources settings. The rationale behind this last suggestion may not be obvious, and a few lines of explanation are needed. Spontaneous or iatrogenic abscess or fluid cavities are frequently the sources of bacteria in sepsis, which infect the endocardium and cause vegetation on cardiac valves. Medical doctors trained in abdominal and lung ultrasound are capable of investigating the heart valves for endocarditis by echocardiography, allowing earlier and timely diagnosis useful for preventing or ending a septic process. Moreover, medical doctors that find and show the source of sepsis by point of care imaging provide their patients with direct and visible information, also showing and sharing such aspects by the frequent monitoring of the lesions.

**Conclusion**

A diagram of root causes analysis (RCA) of faults & problems (Figure 2) visually displays possible causes of quality defects in the detection, prevention and management of sepsis as a medical problem. Such models are used also in medicine, i.e. in the domains of health and safety. Root Causes Analysis in diagnosis, epidemiology (e.g. to identify the source of an infectious disease), environmental science, accident analysis and occupational safety may help in sorting ideas into useful categories by a visual representation. Looking at causes and effect through a visual concept representation may help in addressing a suitable solution. Inadequate knowledge, skills and facility may lead to delayed detection and management of sepsis: conversely, increased resources dedicated to focused information and dissemination, to big-data management with sustainable technology solutions, and to an appropriate enhancement of educational and work-force profiles may lead to favorable solutions and effective intervention. Enhancing affordable clinical skills and innovative precision medicine will lead us beyond the boundaries of fatality in sepsis, along roads facilitated by frontier education and best-practice intervention.
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